Realize Your Dream Of Agile Networks
With Workflow Automation
Reasons Why
Network Teams Are Stuck
With In The Maze Called Network Operations

1
Repetitive
Tasks

Majority of efforts
spent in mundane
manual and error
prone routine
maintenance tasks
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Complex Method
of Procedures

Large & Complex
Networks

Silo
Effect

Multi-Vendor
Infrastructure

Preparation and
execution of complex
set of MOPs including
pre-checks &
post-checks

Manual configuration, monitoring and
troubleshooting of
large and complex
networks does not
scale

Silos within network
teams prevents
faster collaboration
and results in long
wait for approvals
and execution.

Core to any business
strategy, but
demands
multi-skilled staffing
requirements
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Get smarter with Workflow Automation
Automate complex MOPs

Reduces Cost

Reduces manual
errors

Increases efficiency
and Productivity

Streamlines Processes

Automate approval chains

Bridge the gaps in network operations with
Anuta Network’s ATOM Workflow Automation
Enable Self-Service
Design end user forms for self-service flows

BPMN 2.0 based Low code Graphical User Interface
Drag and Drop Workflow builder with built-in
pre-checks, actions & post-checks

Integrate your existing automation
Invoke external/custom scripts and manipulate
data within workflow

Supports time sensitive flows
Add time dependent/time triggered process
flows including server/user tasks

Save and Reuse workflows
Create smaller granular & reusable workflows
and libraries

Integrate approval chains
Integrate ITSM tools such as ServiceNow and
Jira to ATOM to enable on-the-go approvals

Take a quantum leap to
Smart Networks with ATOM
Anuta Network’s ATOM helps to streamline and automate the
tedious IT network processes by stitching together the operational
and network layers.

ATOM Workflow Automation can automate
the method of procedures (MOPs) for
Software Upgrades
Validation

Provisioning

Compliance

Deployment

Troubleshooting

Remediation

Get the best out of your network by combining Workflow Automation with
ATOM’s salient features and automate provisioning, collect analytics, ensure
compliance and assure services for multi-vendor,
multi-domain networks.

Let's get talking...
Visit: http://anutanetworks.com to learn more
Contact us for a live demo

